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at the lottery we believe change brings opportunity. as evidenced in fy12, the Delaware lottery 
experienced change on both an industry and an organizational level that was challenging, yet opened new 
doors of opportunity for conducting our business. and with each new opportunity, the lottery saw a chance 
to grow as an organization and increase sales of our product lines to finance vital state services.

that is why i am pleased to announce that for the fiscal period ending June 30, 2012, the lottery remained 
the fourth largest source of revenue for the state of Delaware, contributing more than $269 million to the 
state’s general fund. this year’s total brings the overall amount raised toward the state’s general fund to 
$3.9 billion to date.

perhaps the biggest change of all in fy12 was when the lottery bid farewell to its former Director, wayne 
lemons, after 20 years of service. the Delaware lottery remains ever grateful to wayne for his commitment 
and dedication to growing the lottery’s business. for that, we give our beloved support and best wishes to 
wayne as he begins a new chapter in his life. 

a major initiative for the Delaware lottery in fy12 was successfully supporting the multi-state lottery 
association with the changes and enhancements to powerball® as the game celebrated its 20th 
anniversary in January 2012. moving from a $1 to a $2 price point required a large-scale marketing and 
media campaign, as well as a unified effort among state lotteries to reassure its players of the overall added 
benefit under this new form of powerball. 

additionally, fy12 was a year of many firsts for the Delaware lottery. we explored new avenues that 
transformed and expanded the way we communicate with and provide information to players. we launched 
our first smartphone application—m.delottery.com—to give players access to jackpots and winning 
numbers at the touch of their fingertips. the lottery also joined the social media world in september when 
it launched its facebook and twitter pages. 

you can see we are still growing, expanding and evolving. i invite you to take a look back on the lottery’s 
past year in the pages that follow and share in our many accomplishments. your continued support, 
confidence and enthusiasm for the lottery’s brand and mission are critical in the years ahead. everyone 
including the entire lottery staff, its retailers, government and business partners, and our players, is vital 
to our ongoing success and plays the important role of contributing to the state’s general fund for many 
necessary state services that support our local communities day in and day out. 

as always, on behalf of all of the staff at the Delaware lottery, i thank everyone who has played such an 
important role in our successes. we look forward to the opportunities that lie ahead.

from the  
Director,  
vernon kirk:

Vernon KirK
Director of the Delaware lottery
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the lottery exists, by law, to generate income to fund essential state services and to provide 
leadership and a corporate culture that encourages productive change in order to improve every 
aspect of the business. 

the lottery accomplishes this through an enhanced product portfolio offering and by contributing 
all profits from ticket sales, video lottery operations, as well as a portion of sports lottery and 
table games profits, to the state’s general fund.

established by the state legislature in 1975 as a means of generating revenue, the Delaware 
lottery operates under the state Department of finance. with the governor’s approval, the 
legislature is responsible for allocating the general fund -– the pool of dollars that supports 
many critical state services. state services that benefit from the general fund include Delaware’s 
public education system; the departments of health and social services; public safety; judicial and 
corrections; and various children, youth and family organizations.

in addition to the lottery, other sources of income for the general fund are state taxes, franchise 
taxes, gross receipt taxes, public utilities taxes and cigarette taxes. without the lottery’s 
contribution to the general fund, additional tax dollars would be needed to fund state services. 
therefore, the lottery benefits everyone who lives in, works in or visits Delaware.

our mission

where the money goes
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the Delaware lottery ended its fy12 fiscal year 
on June 30, 2012, and remains the fourth largest 
source of revenue for the state. 

for fy12, the lottery has contributed…
• More than $269 million to the General Fund:
      • $200.3 million from Video Lottery
      • $26.4 million from Table Games
      • $40.5 million from Traditional Games
      • $2.1 million from Sports Lottery
• Paid out prizes to more than 6 million winners!

the Delaware lottery takes great pride in its reporting operations and its ability to maintain a 
superior level of accuracy and efficiency year-after-year when producing financial information. 
in addition to its reporting and auditing requirements as a state of Delaware agency, the lottery 
office annually pursues the reporting performance review and attainment of “the certificate of 
achievement for excellence in financial reporting” (cafr) award, which represents a significant 
accomplishment by the government and its management.

to satisfy the cafr program’s top-notch criteria, the cafr is prepared at the end of each fiscal 
year under the primary authorship of the lottery’s fiscal administrative officer.  following its 
preparation, it is then judged by an impartial panel comprised of financial statement preparers, 
independent auditors, academics, and other finance professionals.

in september of fy12, the government finance officers association of the united states and 
canada (gfoa) once again awarded the Delaware lottery with the cafr award. this marked 
the 13th consecutive year that the Delaware lottery was recognized with this award – the highest 
award in the area of governmental accounting and financial reporting. 

fy12 numbers at a glance:

financial reporting  
anD governance:

Since 1975, the  
Lottery haS….

• Generated more than $11.2 
   billion in revenue for the  
   general fund
• Paid out more than $1.5 billion in 
   cash and other prizes to winners 
   of traditional lottery games
• Contributed more than $3.9   
   billion to the state of Delaware
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Delaware state lottery
balance sheets

June 30, 2012 and 2011
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Delaware state lottery
statements of cash flows

years ended June 30, 2012 and 2011
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Delaware state lottery
statements of revenue, expenses and changes in net assets

years ended June 30, 2012 and 2011
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proDuct lines:  

games for any  
way you like to play
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more millionaires, bigger starting Jackpots, anD better overall oDDs:

in celebration of powerball®’s 20th anniversary in 2012, the multi-state lottery association 
redesigned the game to offer more value to its players. the new powerball launched on  
January 25, 2012, with a bigger starting jackpot ($40 million),  
better overall odds and a $1 million match-5 second prize.  
and to support the game enhancements, powerball’s price  
point changed from $1 to $2 per ticket. 

the game change has resulted in huge jackpot swells and more 
millionaire winners. in february 2012, only one month after the 
change, the powerball jackpot grew to $310 million with a 
record cash value jackpot of $193.4 million. the february prize 
was also ranked as the fifth largest powerball annuity jackpot  
in the history of the game.

fy12 proDuct highlight:  
the new $2 powerball® 
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our traditional Drawing games offer a variety of play styles, payout scales, odds and price points 
for a wide audience appeal. multi-state jackpot games like powerball® and mega millions® 
offer players large jackpots while Delaware-only games such as play 3/play 4, and Delaware 
cash 5® offer great odds and help to create more winners and drive more revenue locally. for 
fy12, traditional Drawing games proved to be a significant source of revenue, contributing more 
than $40.5 million to the state’s general fund. traditional games combined produced a grand 
total of 3,040,196 winners in fy12. 

as always, instant games remain extremely popular among players, accounting for a healthy 
portion of overall receipts that totaled $45.7 million in sales for fy12. additionally, instant games 
contributed $13.7 million in total to the state’s general fund and the lottery had more than six 
million winners from traditional games to date.

traDitional games

® ®
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in fy12, video lottery contributed $200.3 million to the state’s general fund. there are over 6,700 
video lottery machines operating in the state of Delaware. Delaware park hosts more than 2,400 
video lottery machines, Dover Downs hosts more than 2,500 and harrington raceway hosts over 
1,800 video lottery machines.

and in this fiscal year, the Delaware lottery had 16 patrons who won $50,000 or more on one spin 
from a video lottery machine. of those 16, three won $100,000 or more.

in its third season, Delaware sports lottery wagering has accounted for more than 55,400 
Delaware lottery winners in fy12. the Delaware lottery’s relationship with the racinos generates 
additional revenue while drawing non-residents to the state and helping to defray the tax burden.

sports lottery also hit a major mark in fy12 when, for the first time in Delaware’s sports  
lottery history, a 34-year-old man from camden, nJ, beat the odds of 32,000:1 to win the  
$100,000 parlay card. 

the Delaware lottery works hand-in-hand with its racino and gaming retailers to ensure that the 
best and latest table games are available to the residents of Delaware and surrounding states. the 
poker rooms offer a wide variety of games and some of the best tournaments and promotions on 
the east coast. Delaware park hosted the Delaware park poker classics, which had a combined 
prize pool of $1 million. Dover Downs poker room also hosted multiple poker tournaments with 
prize pools ranging from $50,000, to trips to las vegas and cruises to the caribbean. 

in addition to tournaments and promotions, table games also tend to have the largest single wins 
by patrons. in fy12, single player wins have ranged from $60,000 to over $100,000 and overall 
table games contributed more than $26.4 million to the state’s general fund in fy12.

viDeo lottery

sports lottery

table games
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lottery retailers are the backbone of our business operations and the lottery strives to make 
these relationships mutually beneficial by offering attractive products to a variety of operators so 
their businesses become more profitable and more appealing to consumers. their services not 
only help produce revenue for the state, but also provide jobs, income and partnerships in the 
local community that have a positive impact on keeping business thriving in Delaware. 

our retailers also continue to be the vendors of fun and excitement, forging our valued player 
relationships through customer interface and engagement on the lottery’s behalf. 

in fy12, the lottery added 54 new licensed retailers to its growing retailer network and each 
year, the lottery continues to gain interest from new and prospective retailers.

with more than 565 licensed retailers throughout the state, our retailers provide daily contact 
with players and the sale of lottery tickets. from kmart to mike’s food mart, the lottery 
continues to identify and license new retail outlets to fulfill its obligation to ensure its products 
are accessible to all adult citizens, including persons with disabilities. the lottery will continue 
to require that its existing retailers provide access to lottery products in their stores for all 
customers in accordance with lottery rules and regulations and guidelines required by the 
americans with Disabilities act. 

retailers: partnering with the  
Delaware business community

retailer network availability  
anD accessibility
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to show our support and appreciation of the valued service our 
retailers provide, the lottery offers many retailer promotions  
and incentives throughout the year. 

one of our most popular retailer promotions is the  
Xfingers challenge. Xfingers is designed to show support and 
appreciation for lottery retailers through a statewide friendly 
competition and to determine who among all licensed Delaware 
lottery terminal operators can most adeptly operate lottery 
machines. 

the final competition was held on may 3, 2012, at Dover’s modern maturity center. the 
competition was followed by a dinner and awards ceremony that celebrated and honored all 
participating Xfingers challenge competitors. 

retailer promotions:
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from emerging technology to a grassroots approach, there are many ways in which the lottery 
interacts and communicates with its players that appeal to both its core and prospective 
audiences. in fy12, the Delaware lottery was challenged with adopting new tactics that would 
give the lottery a more competitive edge and enable the lottery to remain relevant in a modern 
retail world.

in the face of emerging technology, the lottery sought new ways to reach and begin building 
relationships with a digitally savvy audience. therefore, in fy12, the lottery launched its first 
social media pages on facebook and twitter. 

the lottery uses its social media pages to inform, educate and engage in conversations with its 
followers, who include current players and retailers. Discussions range from lottery products and 
prize winnings to players’ weekend plans and lottery-sponsored events. 

to date, the lottery has 800 facebook ‘likes’ and 232 twitter ‘followers.’ the numbers continue 
to grow as the lottery continues to look for new and interesting content that will resonate with its 
social followers and for different ways to leverage social media.

player engagement:  
connecting to the community

Joining the conversation:  
facebook anD twitter
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to increase the availability of the information that directly 
influences buying behavior, such as jackpot levels and locations of 
licensed retailers, the lottery introduced its very first smartphone 
app—m.delottery.com—in september 2011. lottery players now 
can check jackpot amounts, recent winning numbers, drawing 
times, and even find nearby retailers and access the players club, 
right from their smartphone. 

to support the launch of m.delottery.com, the lottery initiated 
an advertising campaign that connected the app to its jackpot 
games—powerball®, mega millions® and hot lotto®. 
the campaign was designed to have a smart, tech-savvy, and 
energetic tone that would be both appealing and marketable to an 
increasingly mobile playerbase. the campaign was successful in 
calling attention to the lottery smartphone app, resulting in over 
4,500 site visits in the first month.

going mobile:  
smartphone  
application launch
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in addition to generating income for the state’s general fund to support critical state services, the 
Delaware lottery participates in a variety of events and sponsorships across the state that support 
our local communities. events and sponsorships are also an opportunity for the lottery to interact 
and engage with current and potential players on a more personal level.

lastly, events and sponsorships serve the fundamental purpose of connecting the local community 
with our corporate and commercial partners in the places where they live and conduct business. 

the lottery sponsors more than 20 community events throughout the year, such as: Delaware state 
fair, world championship punkin chunkin, wilmington blue rocks, and university of Delaware 
and Delaware state university athletics.

in the community:  
events & sponsorships
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the lottery follows state of Delaware ethics guidelines and self-imposed standards in all its 
advertising, marketing and communications activities to ensure fulfillment of its responsibility to 
the public. 

as a component of its civic responsibility, the lottery helps fund programs offered by the state’s 
Department of health and social services for problem gamblers. the lottery contributed more 
than $2.3 million in fy12 to help fund gambling-related programs offered by the Department of 
health and social services through the Delaware gambling helpline. 

the lottery further supports responsible play with messages in advertising, at point-of-purchase 
and in other communications: “play responsibly” and “it’s the law: you must be 18 years of age or 
older to purchase Delaware lottery tickets.” when jackpots are high, public statements are issued 
to include gambling assistance numbers and to remind players not to spend more than they can 
afford for lottery tickets. 

responsibility is extended through age restrictions and the security surrounding winning tickets. 
the lottery and its licensed retailer network support laws to restrict use and marketing of its 
products to players 18 years of age and older. in-store Quick check features allow players to 
check their own tickets and signs at point of sale remind players to sign their tickets. 

the lottery’s website is designed to comply with the accessibility guidelines developed through 
the wai (web accessibility initiative) and the web presentation guidelines for state of Delaware 
agencies. 

finally, the Delaware lottery helps players protect themselves through a Delaware law that allows 
them to maintain their anonymity and withhold their name and likeness from being used for 
promotional purposes. after all, winner privacy is our policy.

player protection:  
promoting responsible play
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since 1991, wayne lemons served as Director of the Delaware lottery, 
and his dedication and commitment to growing the Delaware lottery’s 
business operations during his tenure is immeasurable. 

aspiring, forward thinking, and determined, mr. lemons took advantage 
of every opportunity and met challenges with the perseverance to 
overcome them and to progress forward. 

mr. lemons saw the lottery as a business rather than just a state agency. 
for that, the Delaware lottery has grown substantially since its inception 
in 1975, giving more than $3.9 billion to date to the state’s general fund, 
which helps finance much needed state services. under his astute leadership and guidance, the 
Delaware lottery reached many milestones, including becoming the first state to fully automate 
lottery drawings (1998) and the second state to implement video lottery (1995).   

a testament to his endeavors, mr. lemons was the only u.s. state lottery Director to oversee four 
major product groups: traditional games, video lottery games, table games and sports lottery. 
During his term as president of the multi-state lottery association (musl), mr. lemons supervised 
the development of its first strategic plan. he was later elected to the lottery hall of fame, and 
in september 2011, mr. lemons became the second recipient of the lottery industry statesmen 
award. 

after 20 years of profession and management, he said goodbye to the Delaware lottery and 
announced his retirement in september 2011. mr. lemons will use his retirement as an opportunity 
to get involved in his community by volunteering and working with various community 
organizations.

the lottery is grateful to mr. lemons for his many years of hard work and supervision. we look 
forward to what lies ahead for both mr. lemons and the Delaware lottery as we begin these new 
stages and continue to advance forward.

Thank you Wayne Lemons for 20 great years!

a closing chapter:  
wayne lemons retirement
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vernon a. kirk was appointed lottery Director in october 2011 and became the 6th Director in the 
lottery’s 37-year history.

vernon has been with the Delaware lottery since its startup in 1975, beginning as administrative 
assistant to the Director and serving in a variety of operational, financial and administrative 
management capacities prior to his appointment as Director.

in his 37 years at the Delaware lottery, vernon has been both a positive and strong force, helping 
to continually shape the lottery’s brand culture and redefine its goals. he has received many 
accolades during his tenure at the lottery, including the Delaware award for excellence in state 
service from governor Jack markell and tributes from both chambers of the Delaware general 
assembly for his leadership during the development and successful implementation of the state’s 
ventures into sports wagering and table games.

as newly appointed Director, vernon has been tasked with assisting the lottery in meeting 
new business challenges, particularly focusing on the lottery’s evolvement in a web 2.0 and 
technology-based society. vernon’s philosophy and vision for the Delaware lottery’s future is to 
embrace change as a way of keeping the lottery and its products fresh and relevant. under his 
leadership, vernon also intends to see that the great relationship between the lottery, its retailers, 
vendors and business partners endures. 

regardless of the emerging changes ahead, vernon emphasizes that the lottery will remain 
dedicated and true to its core business values—making sure that its retailers maintain relevance 
and succeed in all that the lottery does and continues to do.

passing of the torch:  
vernon a. kirk nameD  
Delaware lottery Director 


